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reported that approximately one-fifth of the land area of the earth is
underlain by ground thatremains frozen throughout the year (Muller,1943
and 1945). Such frozen ground was reported by Frobisher, after his voyages
to the New World
in the late16th century(Sumgin, et al., 1940).Similar
reports in the mid-17th centurywerecarried
to theWesternWorldfrom
Siberia, where remains of frozen “ice age” mammalshad beendiscovered in
remarkable states of preservation. These reports of ground frozen throughout
the year, even in forested areas, were viewed with scepticism by those whose
experience had nottakenthemfromthemid-latitudetemperate
climates. It
was not until the classic studies of Middendorff (1848-75) in Siberia, just over
a centuryago,that
all doubts as to the existence of thisseemingly strange
phenomenon were dispelled.
Only casual scientificinterestwastaken
in frozengrounduntilhuman
activities in northern latitudes forced recognition of this phenomenon because
of the problems it posed in the effective utilization of the land. The building
of the Trans-Siberian Railroad was an important factor in the development of
Russian interestinthissubject.
In Alaska and theYukonTerritory,the
discovery of gold attheturn
of thecenturyintroducedAmericans
to the
problems of frozen ground. In 1910 a marked stimulus to the study of frozen
ground and the processesresulting from intensive frost action was provided
by the excursion of the I lth International Geological Congress to Spitsbergen.
Members of thisexcursioncarriedhome
new ideas, which were used in the
interpretation of Pleistocene deposits and geomorphic processes active in the
rigorousclimates of highaltitudes(seeHiigbom,
1914, andothers).
Duringthefirst
decades of thiscentury, Russia was the leader inthe
study of frozenground.Despitetheearlyrecognition
of frozenground in
Alaska andthewell-knownstudies
of Leffingwell(1919)and
laterTaber
( 1930,
1943a
and b), relativelylittleorganizedeffortwasmadetoward
systematicstudiesinthisdiscipline.Althoughmanyscatteredreferences
to
frozen ground and to the features developed by frost action can be found in
reportson Alaska published duringthe first three decades of this century,
interestwasmainlydirected
to other seemingly moreimportant fields, and
detailedexamination of frozen ground was at a minimum. With the growth
o f permanent settlements in Alaska, the establishment of farming communities,
and the inevitable acceleration in construction
of all types, the necessity for
understanding and dealing with frozen groundhas become of prime importance
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and concerted efforts have been made in the past ten years toward a scientific
understanding and practical evaluation of this phenomenon.
Early in 1943 S. W. Muller (1943, p. 3) proposedthe name Permafrost
for “a thickness of soil or other superficial deposit, or even of bedrock, at a
variable depth beneath the surface of the earth in which a temperature below
freezing has existed continually for a long time (from two to tensof thousands
of years).” H e further stated: “Permanently frozen ground
is definedexclusively on the basis of temperature, irrespective of texture, degree of induration,
water content, or lithologic character.” This term, around which there
have
beencontroversies,wasproposed
as an alternative to the expression“permanentlyfrozenground”.However,
as the ground is not permanentlyfrozen,
theterm has beengenerallymodified to perennially frozenground.Muller
distinguished a dry frozen ground, in which there was no ice as a cementing
substance. Thishetermed“drypermafrost”.
H e points out that somehave
applied the term perennially frozen ground to ground that contains little or no
water, whereas frozen ground contains water in the form of ice. Studies have
shown, however, that water is not wholly in the form of ice even though the
temperature is below 0°C (Tsytovich,1947),butthatfrozenandunfrozen
water exist in equilibrium, their ielative proportions depending on temperature,
pressure, impurities, and grain size of the enclosing sediment. For simplicity,
the original broad definition of Mullerwillbe used here.
Difficulties in terminology in this field of endeavour are many. Frequently
definitions have beenpoor,spelling casual, andduplicationcommon
because
of the use of synonyms derived from the various languages in which a tremendous volume of permafrost literature is now accumulating. With this in mind,
thelateKirkBryan
(1946)proposed a newterminologyforthis
discipline
which he called Cryopedology. Although there
has beenconsiderable resistance to the useof these new,strange,andseeminglyawkwardterms,there
has been a gradual tendency both in North American and in foreign literature
to adopt certain cryopedologic terms as substitutes for the more cumbersome
so
phrases. It appearsdoubtful,however,thattheterm“permafrost”,now
well established in both scientific and common usage, will be supplanted.
Having established just what is meant by permafrost, let us examine its
character and distribution. As permafrost
has a temperature of 0°C or below
throughout the year, we must immediately exclude the surface layer, which
thaws during the summer season. This important layer, the active zone, may
be wholly frozen, or it may be partially or wholly thawed, depending on the
season. It varies widely both laterally and vertically at any given time, depending on local conditions, and may be readily modified either
by natural or by
artificial means. It is this zone that isof special importance, because in it all
plants are rooted and all churning and soil movements take place; it is the zone
in whicharedevelopedthegeomorphicfeaturesthat
have beenconsidered
characteristic of permafrostregions.Intensivefrostactionin
thelayerof
seasonal freezing is observedoutside thepermafrostregion;however,when
this layer of seasonal freezing (the activelayer) is underlain by permafrost,
frost action is accelerated and intensified.
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Permafrost, lying below the unstable active zone, is relatively stable under
natural conditions. Its upper surface, known
as the permafrost table, may or
may not coincide with the maximum depth
of the active layer. An unfrozen
layer existing between the two is called talik, a Russian term also applied to
unfrozen layers or lenses within or below the permafrost. However, in general,
a seasonal decrease in temperature takes place below the active zone so that
therearetemperaturefluctuationsinperenniallyfrozengroundbelowthe
1940). Atthe borders of an area of
depth of seasonal thawing(Tumel,
permafrostthetotalthickness
of maximumfreezingandthawingcoincide.
Where maximum seasonal thawing penetrates to a depth greater than freezing,
permafrost must be “degrading”, or depergelating according to Bryan’s terminology.
Great thicknesses of perenniallyfrozenground
havebeenmeasured
or
inferredthroughextrapolation
of thermalgradients.Freezingtemperatures
have been observed to depths of approximately 2,000 feet in Siberia and 1,000
feetin Alaska (Black, 1950). Is thiscoldreservetheresult
of thepresent
climate or is it a residuum of a past and colder climate? Justification
is found
for each theory of origin, for a t present permafrost in theNorthern Hemisphere
appears to begenerallydepergelatingtothesouth
and “aggrading”,orpergelating to the north. At intermediate positions it
is delicately balanced with
presentnaturalconditions,whichwhendisturbedmaycauseeitherits
disappearance or itsdevelopment.Bilibin
(1937) distinguished twotypes of
permafrost, the active, which reappears when destroyed, and must therefore
depend on the present climate,
and the passive, which when destroyed does
not reappear and thus must be a product of a colder climate. As yet much is
to belearnedconcerningtherelationship
of permafrost to climateandits
fluctuations. Relationship among mean annual temperatures, amount and time
of precipitation in the formof rain or snow, cloudiness, evaporation, insolation,
and insulation must be more thoroughly understood before they
be definitely
can
correlated with ground conditions. Unfortunately, weather records are scanty
for many areas and of too short duration to show definite trends and to permit
critical comparisons based on the measured thermal regime of permafrost. At
present, margins of permafrost regions are defined only by the most generalized
lines on small-scale maps. T h e extent of permafrost in the temperate zone at
high altitudes is almost unknown, especially the extent of dry permafrost. Too
few holes have as yet been drilled through permafrost from which careful and
detailedmeasurements of thethermalregime
have beentaken.Untilmore
quantitative data are available, many questions will remain unsolved.
Commonly, regions of permafrost have been classified as:
1) Continuous, where permafrost isof wide and uninterrupted regional
extent. This is generallythenorthernmostzone,theactivepermafrost
of
Bilibin.
2 ) Discontinuous, wheretherearescattered
islandsof talik withinthe
permafrost.
3 ) Sporadic, where small islands of permafrost occur in regions of thawed
ground.
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Zone 3 falls within the passive permafrost of Bilibin; zone 2 is intermediate.
Little is yet known about the depergelation of permafrost at its lower surface,
forfew observationshavebeen
made. It appearsreasonable,however,
to
assume thatunderpresentclimaticconditionsthere
is a slowdepergelation,
especially in areas of passive permafrost.
Duringthegeneralworld-wideamelioration
of climatewithinthepast
century, recorded from many diverse observations, it is probable that permafrost is shrinking in areal extent, the southern boundary moving slowly northward, as reportedbyObruchev
(1946)in Russia. Climaticfluctuationsare
known to have occurred in the past, so that features directly related to permafrost are now found far outside the
limits of its present occurrence. Colder
conditions will extend its occurrence. Until there
is better grasp of climatic
conditions and theirrelation to permafrost,arealexpansionandcontraction
cannot be predicted.Suchpredictionswouldbe
of specialvalueinareas
of
passive permafrost,whereslightclimaticfluctuationsmay
cause either its
complete disappearance or its regeneration.
Subfreezingwintertemperaturespenetratedeeplyintopermafrost,
i.e.,
below the permafrost table, in the zone of active permafrost. Below the maximumdepth of seasonal temperaturefluctuationswithinthepermafrost,the
level of zero amplitude, the temperatures range from slightly less than zero to
severaldegreesbelowzero
C. For example,nearBarrow,Alaska,
atemperature of -9.6”C has been measured at a depth of 100 to 200 feet (Black, 1950).
With increasingdepth,temperaturesslowly
rise until0°C ispassed
and
permafrost disappears. In several measurements from deep wells in permafrost,
reversals in temperature gradients have been noted and the conclusion has been
reached that such reversals may represent past climatic fluctuations. Caution
must beused in reaching such conclusions,
for as Birch (1948, p. 760) points out:
“The deviationsfromlinearity
of temperature-depthcurves
as aresultof
climaticfluctuationswillbediscernibleonlyinunusuallyfavorablecircumstances,and it willordinarilybeadvisable
to examine all otherdisturbances
beforeadopting
a ‘climatic’
explanation
for
non-linearity.”
When more
measurements become available, it may be
possible to determine the cause of
such reversalsin temperature gradients, but present data are too limited
for
satisfactory analysis.
Icecontainedinpermafrost
is probably its mostspectacularfeature.
Where drainage conditions are poor and unconsolidated materials are largely
fine-grained,ice masses rangingfrom smallgranules,veins,sheets.andice
wedges to largeirregular masses mayaccountformorethan
50 percent,
sometimes as much as80 percent, of thepermafrost(Taber,1943a).This
crystalline ice may range from pure
to extremely impure ice, filled with air
bubbles having a variety of orientations. Studies of the petrography of ground
ice, recently completed at the Arctic Research Laboratory
at Point Barrow,
and as yet unpublished, may provide definite information concerning the origin
and age of the ice. Field and laboratory studies have already indicated significantdifferences in physicalproperties of groundiceindifferent
localities,
presumably with different
ages and modesof origin (Black, oral communication).
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Briefly, it is apparent that permafrost is only a semi-permanent condition,
relatively stable and characterized by temperatures of 0°C or below. In large
part it appears to be the result of a climate colder than the present, although
in the more rigorous climates it is being generated today. It has a wide areal
extent, but atpresentappears to bedepergelatingalongitssouthernmargin
and at an unknown rate along its lower surface. Its thickness ranges up to an
observedmaximum of approximately 2,000 feet. A t presentitsarealextent,
depergelation, and variations in thickness are known only from observations at
widelyscattered localities. Dataonitsthermalregimeare
limited. A large
part of its total volume in unconsolidated sediments is of ice, which occurs in
many forms, the meaning of which is at present little known. Some evidence
suggests the reflection of climaticfluctuationsinthethermalgradients
of
permafrost. It is at once apparent that relatively little is known of permafrost,
despite the large volume of scientific literature.
W e come to the question of the significance of perennially frozen ground
in the understanding and utilization of the land that it underlies. If environmentalconditionsremainedstable,permafrostwouldbestable.Butenvironmental conditions are not stable, and the constant slight alterations of physical
environmentbringaboutchanges
inpermafrostconditions.Thesechanges,
whether regional or local, may be produced by natural or artificial means.
One has only to observe the natural terrain in permafrost regions to
see
that the macro- and micro-relief differ in character from those of mid-latitude
temperate climates. In order to explainthisdifferencean
entirely new series
of concepts is necessary, for the classic geomorphicconcepts developed by
climates are not
William Morris Davis and later workers for the temperate
adequate. W e areconfrontedwith
a terraininwhichdisintegration
is at a
maximum and decomposition at a minimum, where the surface of the ground
-the active layer-undergoes rhythmic cycles of change in its physical nature.
Valleys are clogged with alluvium and the distinctive slopes show a variety of
relief features characteristic of mass movement as distinguished from features
developed by running water. When thawing or thawed, the active layer
is
anunstable,water-logged
mass resting on astablepermafrostsubstratum;
drainage into the permafrost is not possible, and a complex of factors prevents
ready surface drainage. Even on the most gentle slopes, thawed material rests
the two being a glide
uneasily on the frozen substratum, the contact between
plane welllubricated b y meltwater.Creepandviscousflowappear
to be
more important than gliqpg in downslope movement.
Fluctuations in weatherconditionsduringanyoneyearorclimatic
fluctuations over long periods ma have marked significance in disturbing the
thermal regime of permafrost an the active layer. With a depression of the
permafrost table, for example, better drainage may be allowed the surface of
the active layer, thereby changing
th2 character of the vegetative cover and
modifyingthegeomorphic
processes tb8 producethe
micro-relief forms
commonly associated withpermafrost.
&y vegetativecover isof
special
importance because plants are wholly rooted 'in the active layer or rest upon
it,and are delicateindicators of its physic41 cbndition. T h e vegetationacts
'
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as an insulator for the ground,a stabilizing mat, and atrap for the accumulation
andprotection of snow,which is in turn aninsulator of the ground. Any
modification of the vegetativecover,whetherthroughdestructionby
fire,
uprooting by wind or frost heaving,clearing of land for cultivation or for
other human activities, will directly affect both the active layer and the underlying permafrost.
When the insulating mat of vegetation is removed during the clearing of
land for agricultural purposes, summer warmth penetrating thesoil may depress
the permafrost table, with frequently deleterious results. Ice masses in permafrost may thaw, producing a variety of topographic forms through subsidence.
These range from thermokarst pits or thaw sinks (Hopkins, 1949), resulting
from the thawing of largeice masses, to a hummocky micro-relief. Where
wedges of ground ice arranged in polygonal patterns thaw, enclosed
the
ground
remains as a hummocksurrounded bythaw depressions. If thepermafrost
lacksice masses or the ice is scatteredhomogeneouslythroughout,uniform
settlement,oftenscarcely
noticeable,takes place. Gasser(1948)states
that
growing tests indicate that permafrost is neither stimulating nor dwarfing
to
plants. Gasser (1948) and
Tsiplenkin (1944) report that if the active layer is
sufficientlythin,plantsabsorb
the moisture produced by thawing of the ice
at the permafrost table, obtaining necessary water where rainfall is deficient.
As thawing proceeds to greater depth, drainage is increased by sinking of free
water within the soil, and the surface layers in which
plants are rooted may
become dry so that plants will suffer if precipitation is low.
Where permafrost is continuous, supplies of ground water are difficult t o
obtain, for free circulating water cannot exist within it, and supplies available
during thawing periods in the overlying active layer are generally
unreliable.
Commonly, surface water of streams and lakes is the only available supply; in
winter these also may beunreliable for large and permanent supplies.
However, where permafrost is discontinuous, steady supplies are frequentlyavailable
from talik eitherbelow or withinpermafrost.
Water derived from such
thawed zones may be highly mineralized. Wells drilled throughpermafrost
in unconsolidated material are difficult to maintain, especially where there is a
high content of ice. Equally difficult is the distribution through pipes to consumers. If laid intheactivelayer,the
pipes aresubject to damagethrough
heaving and freezing; if pipes are laid in permafrost, they are subject to freezing
unless alargevolume
of water is kept in constantmotion.
Specially constructed conduits, or utilidors, and insulated pipes have been
used tb prevent
freezing. It is readily seen that permafrost adds
adifficultandcomplicating
factor to the problems of ground-water hydrology.
The necessary disturbance of natural conditions during the constructionof
roads,railroads, airfields, andbuildings causes amyriad of specialproblems.
T h e difficulties are well known, and spectacular examples are described in the
literature. Organized study of these problems has been carried on in the field
andlaboratoryfor aperiod of years. Wheneverthenaturalconditionsare
disturbed by construction, a new set of environmental conditions is established,
generallywithanacceleration
of frost processes thattendto
establish an
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equilibriumwiththe
artificially introducedconditions.
Inordertoadopt
suitable constructionmethods,it
is necessary to understandthoroughlythe
naturalconditions,predictwhatchangeswilltakeplacewhentheyare
dismbed,provideforthefrosteffects
developed duringchanging of the
environment, and assure a satisfactory equilibrium
of the construction in the
new environment that has beenestablished.Generalizations
are difficult, and
it is necessary that each construction site be individually examined and interpretationmadeinthelight
of the basic data available and past experience.
This is a large order, difficult to fulfil in the present state of knowledge.
The complexities of permafrost and some of its interrelations to the many
facets of the environment have beenbrieflymentioned.
Other factors are as
yet littleknown.
For example, relationship betweengroundiceandgrain
size has received attentionbutlittle
has beendone to indicaterelationship
of ground ice to shape of particles, especially as it affects the strength of the
frozen materialand amount of compactionwhenthawedanddrained.Althoughmanyinvestigatorsarenowengagedinresearchthatwillprovidea
wealth of quantitative data for the development of basic principles, the field
is open to many new lines of study that will complement those of the present.
Continued efforts are needed t o provide the necessary data from field studies
for critical analysis and prediction. T h e origin, extent, and physical-mechanical
properties of permafrost,anditspergelation,depergelation,andrelation
to
climateandvegetation are still onlypartiallyknown.
T h e geomorphicprocesses, especiallythoserelated
to the activelayer,deservecontinuingstudy
because of their practical significance. Only through an understanding of the
basic principles can proper planning and adequateuse be made of the vast areas
underlain by permafrost. Man has adapted himself to amode of lifeabove
the ground in permafrost regions, but he must adapt his activities to conditions
of the ground if he is to utilize fully these northern lands.
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